
 You discover Mr. Sprinkarot’s knapsack
            lying on the ground with 3 books spilling 
out.  One of the books is open to a page about 
“How to defend yourself if you get hit by unicorn 
magic.” Another is open to a chapter entitled, 
“Unicorn’s favorite treats.” Finally, there’s a third 
book called How To Tame A Unicorn and a potion 
bottle labeled “Magical Creature Antidote” 

Two ratfolk and a gremlin are looking 
through the bag and saying, “There must be more of 
those tasty donuts in here somewhere!”
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Heroes defeat the octopus 
and purple unicorn.

Any of the Heroes are 
defeated.
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  The baddest purple unicorn in  Hoodez has 
been coming into town at night and stealing all of 
the hay, apples, carrots, and sprinkle donuts from 
the farm and donut shop.  The farmer and his wife, 
who makes the donuts for the town came to Wizard 
Pebbledash last week to borrow books from his 
magical library about unicorns so they could learn 
how to keep this bad purple unicorn out of their 
fields and orchards.  Wizard Pebbledash noticed 
the bakeshop has had it’s closed sign in the 
window for three days in a row and no one has 
smelled the sweet scent of Mrs. Sprinkarot’s world 
famous strawberry frosted sprinkle carrot cake 
donuts either.  He is worried that the simple 
farmers have gone into the Hoodez Dungeon to try 
and stop the bad purple unicorn all on their own.

“Can you please go and find Mr. and Mrs.Sprinkarot 
and bring them home safely. I’m worried no one will 
ever taste Mrs.Sprinkarot’s world famous donut treats 
ever again.”

You decide to take the job as your tummy rumbles 
thinking about the delicious strawberry frosted 
carrot cake sprinkle donuts.

A

Place two Ratfolk and one Gremlin 
adjacent  to the center square of the 

tile.
Once the Ratfolk and Gremlin have 

been defeated, whoever revealed Tile A 
gains the “Magical Creature Antidote.”  
Search the Special Items deck for the 
Antidote card.  The antidote now makes the 
hero who uses it immune to black magic 
instead of poison.

 You see a stone pillar with a chest on top
surrounded by slimy, hot, steaming goo.  

You start to reach for the chest, but you suddenly 
hear whistling coming from the doorway on the 
other side. Then an orc appears “Sally dinner time!”

The orc presses a button on the wall and a 
bridge appears! The orc walks across and starts 
to feed the octopus, which had suddenly 
appeared in the blink of an eye. It seemed like he 
was feeding it something that looked like Mrs. 
Sprinkarot’s strawberry frosted carot cake with 
sprinkles donuts! But the octopus wasn’t eating,  
it was looking at you. As the orc looks up he says 
“Hey what you doin in here!?”

O

Place an Orc on the wooden bridge 
next to the Octopus illustration.
Place the Octopus on top of the 

Octopus illustration to start it’s turn.
The octopus can only end it’s move in a 

goo space.  If the octopus doesn’t make  a 
successful attack, it vanishes in the goo.  
Skip it’s next enemy phase turn and place the 
octopus standee in the goo square on the 
opposite side of the bridge.  Heroes can still 
attack the octopus during the Hero phase 
when this is happening.

Heroes may not search the treasure 
chest until the Octopus is defeated, because 
every time you try to search the chest, the 
Octopus puts its tentacle around the treasure 
chest to block you.  This is the Octopus’s 
only free action.



 You see a hay pile and half of a nibbled
 donut that looks like Mrs. Sprinkarot’s 

laying at the edge of the hay pile.  Then suddenly 
you hear shouting that sounds like Mr. 
Sprinkarot’s voice. 

“Let me out of here!!!!”
When you look towards the sound, you 

don’t see Mr. Sprinkarot, but a trap door in the 
floor with a large orc standing on top of it.  The 
large orc looks at you and says to his gremlin 
friend, “More cooks for the kitchen!”  The gremlin 
nods and they move to try to trap you.
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Place one Orc on top of the trap door 
space of tile L.
Place one Gremlin on top of the pile 

of hay.
If the heroes successfully defeat the 

gremlin and orc, they may free Mr. 
Sprinkarot from the trap in the floor.  “Oh 
thank you!” he says. “They took my loving 
wife to force her to make her famous 
strawberry sprinkle frosted carrot cake 
donuts for The Bad purple Unicorn and all 
the other monsters in this horrible dungeon!  
Please help me get her back safely!”

 As your hero party enters the room, you
 see a  mean purple unicorn stomping its 

hooves furiously at a Ratfolk who was dressed in 
a black chef’s coats. 

“These are horribly dry and disgusting!  You 
must have made them wrong!” shouts the unicorn. 

“We followed the recipe EXACTLY!” the 
Ratfolk squeeked.

You notice Mrs. Sprinkarot in the corner of 
the room is smiling sneakily and laughing to 
herself.  The Bad Purple Unicorn notices too and 
yells, “Hey! What did you do?!?”

You jump at her cruel tone kicking a pebble 
that pops up and hits the Bad Purple Unicorn in 
the derriere.  The Bad Purple Unicorn spins 
around and sees you.  She screams, “Get them!” 

P

Place the Unicorn, and a Ratfolk on
any available square of tile P.

End of the game

The Bad Purple Unicorn yells, “Her
donuts aren’t that special anyway!” Then she 

turns and trots deeper into the dungeon to hide. 
“Hey!” Mrs. Sprinkarot says offended by the 

attack on her baking skills. 
“Thank you for rescuing us from that evil 

purple unicorn.” Mr. Sprinkarot exclaims.
Before you can say anything, Mrs. 

Sprinkarot jumps in and adds, “Yes thank you. As a 
thank you for rescuing us, you get free donuts from 
my bakeshop for life!”

“Uh thanks, but why were these donuts so 
horrible? You used to make the best donuts in town.” 
You say to Mrs. Sprinkarot.

“They forced me to give them my special 
recipe, but I left out the most important secret 
ingredient that makes them sooooooooooo yummy!” 
She says with a laugh. “Don’t worry, I promise all of 
your donuts will have the secret ingredient.And, you 
are welcome to come help me in the kitchen any time 
you want.” 

Well done adventurers, you’ve won the quest!

“Ah-ha-ha-ha-ha! You are no match for my
black magic!” The Bad Purple Unicorn yells.  

Then she casts one more super spell exploding 
all of the delicious baked goods and creating a 
dark magic portal that starts sucking everything 
near to it in.  The Unicorn directs her minions to 
grab Mrs. Sprinkarot and pull her into the portal 
with them.

In a cloud of sprinkles and covered in strawberry 
frosting, you manage to dash out of the dungeon 
just before The Bad Purple Unicorn transports 
everyone to it’s super secret layer.

You lost the quest today.  Better luck next 
time!


